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REQUEST:
Avista’s 2022 Wildfire Resiliency Plan shows that the Company failed to meet some 2021 targets for key wildfire metrics such as, distribution grid miles hardened (see Figure 2 at 11), transmission steel poles converted (see Figure 3 at 12), and DLM circuit recloser replacements (Figure 9 at 21). Please explain why Avista failed to meet its 2021 targets and include supporting documentation.

RESPONSE:
All work projections are subject to some level of uncertainty, especially in current times. Projects are delayed due to inadequate crew resources, weather conditions, and, significantly, supply issues. These issues have impacted Avista as they have across most businesses.

As described in the 2021 Year End Report (David R. Howell, Exh. DRH-3 page 6), the grid hardening effort was slowed during the first quarter of 2021 due to limited contract crew availability. Crews were in short supply across the state after a winter windstorm went through in January and February, leading to an Emergency Proclamation by the Governor\(^1\) and creating significant damage for utilities statewide.\(^2\) This created a significant demand for crews to repair the system, delaying some more routine projects, such as grid hardening, and impacting our expected schedule.

Also, in the 2021 Year End Report (David R. Howell, Exh. DRH-3 page 4), we described why the transmission steel pole conversion 2021 target was not met. This was a combination of two primary factors. Again, crew availability due to winter storms, especially on the west side of the state, impacted schedules, but as described, the primary issue was inclusion of condition-based steel replacements in the projection in addition to those dictated by the Wildfire Plan. This discrepancy was corrected in the 2022 projections.

The DLM circuit recloser replacement schedule delay differs somewhat from the issues affecting the distribution and transmission projects. In this case, Avista was creating new protective relay settings (the dynamic DLM settings) for the first time. This was a brand-new philosophy and approach to operating our protective devices. The Protection Engineering department spent months creating and testing the settings and believed that they would respond as expected during fault scenarios in the field. Unfortunately, when the devices were commissioned in Q2 and Q3 2021, the settings ended up having a small issue that we discovered in late summer that required correcting. This was only found after 65 of the devices were commissioned and in-service with the new settings. The Protection Engineering group then paused the

---


commissioning of any new devices until they could investigate and remedy the issue. They spent the next few months working on the fix, which didn’t get fully resolved until around Q4 2021. Only after the settings were fixed could Avista then re-commission all 100 devices, thus the planned implementation schedule was delayed. To add to this, Avista’s Relay Shop was hit with some resource issues that further delayed the completion of devices. This was largely due to COVID, which limited the resources that were available to address our work while also addressing the other critical work the department was responsible for completing.

Please note, these delays in planned capital transferred to plant through the end of 2022 were reflected in the Company’s filed case for Rate Year 1 net plant. In addition, Wildfire capital additions in 2022 and beyond will be subject to the Capital Reporting Review process required for all provisional capital additions.